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Abstract: Time Series Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (TSInSAR) methods have been widely
and successfully applied for spatiotemporal ground deformation monitoring. The main groups of
methodological approaches are often referred to as Persistent Scatterer (PS), Small Baseline (SB),
and hybrid approaches that incorporate PS and SB concepts. While TSInSAR techniques have
long been able to provide accurate deformation rates for various applications, their corresponding
performance in complex environments such as mining areas has to be investigated. This study focuses
on comparing the performance of three open source TSInSAR toolboxes (Stamps, Giant, Mintpy) over
an extended region that includes an active opencast coal mine. We present the deformation results of
each TSInSAR method on a Sentinel-1 dataset of 125 acquisitions spanning around 2.5 years over
the Ptolemaida-Florina coal mine site that is characterized by several environmental and surface
deformation conditions. First, a cross-comparison analysis is presented over different land cover
classes. The study shows that all TSInSAR methods are capable for generating similar ground
deformation results when the area has stable ground scattering conditions and the dataset sufficient
temporal sampling. The most controversial results between TSInSAR approaches were found in land
cover classes that include medium to high vegetation. An external comparative analysis between
the different results from TSInSAR methods and leveling measurements is also performed. Stamps
approach presented the best agreement with the in-situ deformation rates. The Giant approach
yielded the best cumulative deformation results due to our a priori knowledge of temporal behavior
of deformation in the vicinity of the leveling locations. Finally, we discuss the main pros and cons of
each TSInSAR approach and we highlight the importance of comparison analysis that can provide
insights and can lead to better interpretation of the results.
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1. Introduction and Motivation

Ground movements and surface deformation on mines can lead to instabilities and slope failures
that can cause risks to personnel, equipment, and production [1]. The main limitations in our
ability to monitor deformation in mining regions are the difficult and fast changing conditions
caused by the ongoing mining activity. In order to successfully monitor the complex spatial and
temporal behavior of the deformation in mining regions, a monitoring system with suitable spatial
density of measurement points (MPs) with a high measurement frequency is required. In most cases,
the monitoring techniques of such a system can be divided into two main categories. The first category
is related to surveying techniques that determine the absolute and relative positions of certain points.
The most popular surveying instruments that are commonly used are GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite
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Systems), total stations, levels, Terrestrial Laser scanners, Ground-based SARs, and photogrammetric
cameras. The second category is related to the use of geotechnical equipment such as extensometers,
piezometers, inclinometers, etc. The aforementioned conventional techniques can provide high quality
measurements but are limited by their operation and maintenance cost.

Due to the high maintenance and operation cost of the aforementioned deformation monitoring
strategies, alternative approaches based on remote sensing data can potentially improve the monitoring
procedure in terms of cost and accuracy. TSInSAR methodologies are capable of extracting the time
series of ground deformation from a set of SAR acquisitions [2]. The accuracy and precision of the
extracted ground deformation can vary due to decorrelation of the SAR signal. The main decorrelation
factors of the SAR signal are the atmospheric delay, phase unwrapping errors, and changes of the
backscattering mechanism of the targets over time [3]. The most popular TSInSAR approaches that
tackle the aforementioned limitations are described in the following paragraphs.

The oldest and first group of TSInSAR approaches focuses on a subset of points (called measurement
points) that have high phase stability and are referenced as persistent scatterer (PS) methods [4–7].
PS methodologies extract the measurement points from a single-master network interferograms and
can achieve even submillimeter accuracy [8]. The main selection strategies of the measurement
points are based on their phase variation in time [4] or on the correlation of their phase variation in
space [7]. Many applications of PS methods can be found for urban environments. An open-source
implementation of a PS methodology is provided by Stamps toolbox [7,9].

The second group of TSInSAR approaches focuses on exploiting a redundant network of
multi-master interferograms that have small temporal and spatial baselines. These approaches
are referred to as small baseline subset (SBAS) methods [10]. The network of the SBAS methods
consists of unwrapped interferograms that can be fully-connected or form isolated clusters over time.
Fully-connected networks are inverted using least square estimation or L1-norm minimizations [11].
Non-fully connected networks are inverted/solved using singular value decomposition or a
regularization constraint to obtain physically sound solutions [10,12]. Open sources implementations
of SBAS methodologies are provided in several software packages, such as GMTSAR [13], Giant [14],
Stamps [9], MSBAS [15], Pyrate [16], and Mintpy [17].

The third group of TSInSAR approaches exploits all the possible interferograms of a given set of
SLC acquisitions [18–20]. Similar to the aforementioned techniques, the goal of the network inversion
is to obtain optimal and noise-limited phases of the given SAR acquisitions. Maximum likelihood
estimator [21] and eigenvalue decomposition of the covariance matrix [22,23] are some of the tools
that can be used for optimal phase estimation. The main characteristic of these methods is that
the network inversion is performed before phase unwrapping. Another important characteristic
of these methods is the preprocessing of the distributed scatterers in order to be processed by PS
algorithms. The preprocessing step enables the joint processing of distributed and persistent scatterers,
which increases coverage with high accuracy deformation retrieval. This is due to the fact that the
estimator of distributed scatterer signal provides a triangular phase that enables spatiotemporal (3D)
unwrapping, which is superior to 2D unwrapping [24]. The main limitation of these techniques
is the computational complexity given the big volume of SAR data. Currently, to our knowledge,
no open-source implementations are available.

Despite the maturity of TSInSAR approaches, the unprecedented big volume of SAR data has
not been fully exploited. Sentinel-1 constellation provides a big streamline of SAR data that can
potentially be used for ground deformation monitoring solutions. Therefore, we believe there is room
for experimentation related to potential capabilities over mining regions. In the mining world, to our
knowledge, there are only a few organizations that are using TSInSAR deformation results in existing
deformation monitoring systems. Open source tools play a crucial role with respect to this. Nowadays,
the availability of the TSInSAR algorithms will enable mining organizations and interested stakeholders
to generate on their own SAR derived ground deformation estimations. Given the fact that most of the
mining organizations perform ground surveys for deformation measurements, open source TSInSAR
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estimations can be assessed and validated, and capabilities and limitations of each TSInSAR approach
can be pointed out. However, an assessment and comparison approach of the results between different
TSInSAR approaches and the in-situ measurements is missing. In fact, this will not only provide best
practices and insights on the preferred existing methodological strategies over mining regions but also
will potentially support the rapid evolution of algorithmic approaches that will make optimal use of
big data in terms of accuracy and computational cost.

This study helps to bridge the gap between the InSAR and mining world by providing an automated
workflow that performs the comparison of results of several open source algorithmic approaches that
are described in Section 2, namely: Stamps [9], Giant [14], and Mintpy [17]. The processing steps that
perform the comparison of interferometric time series methodologies are described in detail. The main
objectives and research questions that this study attempts to answer are:

• Compare the performance of open source algorithmic approaches over a complex opencast
mining environment.

• Present the positive and negative sides of each algorithmic approach with respect to environmental
conditions, accuracy, and spatial coverage.

• Present the critical factors that are related with the performance of each algorithmic strategy and
present some best practices.

• Provide a standardized methodology for comparing the results provided by the employed
TSInSAR tools.

In Section 2, the theoretical concept of each open source algorithmic implementation used in
this study is discussed. In Section 3, the area of the case study, an extended region focused on
Ptolemaida-Florina coal mine in Greece, and the datasets used are described. The results of each
TSInSAR approach and a comparison analysis between the TSInSAR deformation results with the in-situ
measurements, are presented in Section 4. Based on the theoretical concepts of each algorithm and the
respective results, a comprehensive discussion is presented in Section 5. In Section 6, the conclusions
of this study are outlined and suggestions for conducting future TSInSAR deformation studies over
(opencast) mining regions are presented.

2. Methods

2.1. Mintpy-Miami InSAR Time-Series Software in Python

The Mintpy toolbox is a Python 3 software for small baseline InSAR time series analysis. The input
is a stack of differential interferograms that form a fully connected network. Interferograms have to
be already unwrapped with small geometric perpendicular and temporal baselines for maximizing
their quality. For modern SAR constellations with small orbital tube and short revisit time, such as
Sentinel-1, a fully connected network of interferograms can easily be formed. The input stack can
be generated using, among other tools, the Interferometric SAR Scientific Computing Environment
ISCE [25]. The main steps of the interferometric processing performed by ISCE are orbit correction,
de-burst, co-registration, interferogram generation and adaptive filtering, subtraction of topographic
phase using given Digital Elevation Model (DEM), and 2D (space) unwrapping.

The Mintpy toolbox consists of three main processing steps: (a) the raw interferometric phase
time series calculation; (b) the correction of the raw phase time series from error sources; and (c) the
noise evaluation step that results in the exclusion of noise SAR acquisitions and the final calculation of
noise-reduced displacement time series. Moreover, in order to have a quality index for the extracted
deformation values, temporal coherence is calculated for each pixel according to [26].

The first processing step of Mintpy is the inversion of the input redundant, fully connected stack
via an unbiased weighted least square estimator in order to acquire raw time series of interferometric
phase for each date. The weight information can be related to a uniform behavior or no weighting [10],
spatial coherence at pixel level [27,28], inverse of the phase variance [29], and nonparametric Fisher
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information matrix (FIM) [23,30]. For this study, only the inverse of the phase variance weighting was
selected because, according to [21] and for a small number of looks [17], the inverse of phase variance
as a weighting factor gives the most robust and one of the best performances for network inversion.

The second processing step is the correction of the raw inverted phase time-series from phase
error sources at the time domain. Deterministic components such as tropospheric delays, topographic
residuals, and/or phase ramps are preserved after inversion and can be suppressed in the time-series
domain in order to obtain a time series of noise-reduced displacement. Moreover, a correction scheme
of 2D unwrapping procedure errors with a variety of approaches is offered. The unwrapping correction
method that was selected is related to the phase closure of triplets of interferograms, based on the
assumption that the SAR phase field is conservative [31].

The third processing step is the noise evaluation of each SAR acquisition in terms of residual
phase. Mintpy considers the residual phase as a combination of residual tropospheric turbulence,
uncorrected ionospheric turbulence, and the remaining decorrelation noise. The root mean square
error of the residual phase is calculated for each SAR acquisition after a quadratic deramping [32]
over the reliable pixels that are used in the network inversion. The identified noisy acquisitions are
excluded and the topographic residual and velocity estimation is performed for a second time.

2.2. Giant-Generic InSAR Analysis Toolbox

The Giant toolbox [14] was developed for small baseline InSAR time series analysis in Python 2.
It requires a stack of differential geocoded or slant-range unwrapped interferograms for the extraction
of ground deformation time evolution information. The input interferogram stack can be generated
among other tools using ISCE [25].

The first step is the preparation of the interferograms stack by applying phase correction schemes.
Firstly, a deramping correction scheme at a network level [31,33] is applied. Secondly, a tropospheric
correction scheme based on ERA-5 atmospheric model [34] is applied.

The next step is the inversion of the interferograms stack to obtain deformation information.
Conventional SBAS [10], NSBAS [12,33,35], and Multiscale InSAR Time-Series MInTS [36] are the
available inversion choices. Conventional SBAS uses singular value decomposition to redundant
information from the interferometric stack to provide ground deformation time series. The main
difference of N-SBAS with respect to the conventional SBAS technique is that N-SBAS includes
constraints from user predefined temporal functions to join islands of disconnected interferograms.
The main differences of MInTS with respect to conventional SBAS technique are firstly the transformation
of the interferometric phase into the wavelet domain before the temporal inversion and secondly
the description of the time evolution of the ground deformation by predefined functions. In all the
strategies, the inversion operation is performed in each pixel separately subject to coherence and valid
number of observation criteria. For this study, only Giant-NSBAS approach was employed. The main
reason for that is that conventional SBAS and MInTS methods require pixels to be coherent in most/all
of the interferometric network, something that is often violated in mining regions.

2.3. Stamps—Stanford Method for Persistent Scatterers

Stamps consists of a PS and a combined PS and SBAS (Stamps/MTI) processing workflow which
are briefly described below. Comprehensive algorithm descriptions can be found in [6,9,37].

The Stamps-PS approach is based on spatial correlation of interferometric phases. Conventional
PS methodologies [4] extract deformation over high amplitude pixels assuming a well-defined phase
history. Furthermore, the phase history of each pixel is compared with a predefined temporal
deformation model. Stamps implementation is based on the stable spatial phase characteristics
and is able to extract deformation over low-amplitude pixels without prior knowledge of temporal
deformation behavior. However, the assumption that the deformation is spatially correlated is not
true for isolated movement of individual scatterers which are considered as noise. The Stamps-PS
approach has a lot of applications in urban and non-urban areas like volcanic regions.
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The combined Stamps/MTI approach is able to combine information from PS and SBAS at a
full resolution and has some clear advantages over conventional multilooking SBAS approaches.
It was observed that a multilooking procedure may include pixels that completely decorrelate and
add noise to the multilooked pixel. In this direction, adaptive multilooking approaches have been
developed [19]. The full resolution processing that Stamps/MTI adopts mitigates the noise from
traditional boxcar multilooking procedures. Moveover, Stamps/MTI performs the unwrapping of the
phase in three dimensions (space and time) and therefore produces more robust results with respect to
two-dimensional (space) unwrapping algorithms [7].

Both approaches include a selection strategy of pixels that the deformation information will be
extracted. First, for computation reduction reasons, an initial selection of pixels that are expected
to be either persistent scatterers or slowly-decorrelating filtered phase (SDFP) pixels through
amplitude dispersion analysis [37] is performed. For the selected pixels, a spatially-correlated
part of interferometric phase is estimated by bandpass filtering of the surrounding pixels.
The spatially-correlated part consists of phase due to ground displacement, atmospheric phase delay,
orbit errors, and spatially-correlated height error. Moreover, a spatially-uncorrelated height/DEM
error is estimated from its correlation with a perpendicular baseline for each measurement point.
By subtracting the spatially-correlated part and the spatially-uncorrelated height error from a raw
wrapped interferometric phase, a temporal coherence metric is calculated for each measurement point.
Then, a thresholding approach on the aforementioned coherence metric is performed to select the
measurement points that are going to be processed.

For this study, the input SLC stack is prepared using ISCE and the Stamps/MTI approach is selected
due to its capability to combine information from elements with different scattering characteristics.

2.4. Comparison Methodology

The proposed methodology consists of three steps. The first step is the conversion of the
TSInSAR results to vector GIS compatible format with common attributes. Raster datasets from
each of the selected open source TSInSAR tools (Stamps, Giant, Mintpy) are converted to TSInSAR
point vector datasets mainly for visualization reasons and also to benefit from GIS processing tools.
The common structure of the vector data from different TSInSAR tools is suitable for post-processing
and comparison analysis.

The second step is the identification of the homologous points between the different TSInSAR
point vector datasets. For every pair of vector datasets, a set of points for comparison is selected
using a geographical distance criterion. For every point in the first TSInSAR result, the point from the
second TSInSAR result with the nearest distance is selected. If this distance is below the predefined
geographical distance, then this pair of points will be compared. For each pair of TSInSAR point vector
datasets, a vector file including the comparison points is created.

The third step is the calculation of the similarity metrics for each point. Similarity metrics are
important for an insightful comparison of time series data. The selection of the similarity metrics is
required for optimizing grouping that can potentially reveal distinctive time-dependent processes
related with deformation or noise sources. The Euclidean distance metric was selected because it (a)
can provide robust results in a wide range of applications [38] and (b) can provide insights because the
unit has the same units as the input data. Moreover, the dynamic time warping method [39] has been
used. A dynamic time warping method can handle time series that don’t share the same exact time of
observations, like the deformation time series that have different observation dates when they come
from different sensors, different orbit geometries or result from different algorithms that exclude some
observation dates. The Euclidean distance metric is expressed as the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
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by setting the one TSInSAR point vector dataset as reference dataset and the other on as a test dataset.
RMSE is calculated according to the following formula:

RMSEHP =

√√∑NSARs
i=1

(
di

methodA − di
methodB

)2

NSARs − 1
, (1)

where NSARs is the total number of common used SAR acquisitions for methods A and B, HP is the
homologous point, and di

methodA is the ith LOS deformation estimation of method A.
The above steps enable the spatial identification of agreements and disagreements between

TSInSAR results in terms of deformation and deformation rates. The spatial identification of these
agreements can provide insights regarding the performance of each algorithm. The interested user
can focus on particular regions to identify the common deformation patterns or to search potential
uncorrected error sources among the different TSInSAR results.

3. Case Study: Ptolemaida-Florina Coal Mine

3.1. Study Area

The area of interest is located in the region of Western Macedonia, in Greece, which is one of the
most important industrial areas of the country. The land cover classes in the area can be categorized into
three main classes according to Corine level-1 land cover classes [40]: artificial surfaces, agricultural
areas and forest/semi-natural areas. Interferometric coherence is different for each land cover class
and is exploited in a lot of land cover classification studies [41,42]. The different backscattering
properties of each land cover can affect the density of the TSInSAR measurements [43] as well as their
expected accuracies.

Active mining regions due to fast changing conditions need special treatment. There are regions
inside the mine that are under work for certain time periods and other regions that are inactive.
Fast changing surface properties result in temporal decorrelation. The study area is included in the
dashed red rectangle and is around 357 km2. This work focuses on the part of the Ptolemaida-Florina
opencast coal mine, which covers around 90 km2, illustrated with gray color in Figure 1a. Since the
1960s, the Ptolemaida-Florina mine has been one of the main sources of energy production for the
country and is owned by Public Power Corporation S.A.-Hellas [44]. The end of 2019, according to the
European Commission, the particular coal region will be included in the transition initiative that will
lead to mine closure. The gradual decrease of mining operations is an interesting subject for the study
of post-mining deformation using TSInSAR techniques.

3.2. Datasets

3.2.1. SAR Data

Due to the expected temporal decorrelation of the mining regions, SAR data from short revisiting
(6-day) Sentinel-1 constellation from ESA (European Space Agency) are used. Sentinel-1 consists of
two satellites, namely, Sentinel-1A and Sentinel-1B, that were launched in 2014 and 2016, respectively.
Sentinel-1 constellation is a polar-orbiting radar imaging system working at C-band (~5.7 cm
wavelength). A total of 125 Sentinel-1 TOPS IW acquisitions from the descending track with relative
orbit number 80 (Figure 1b), dating from 2016 until the middle of 2018 have been processed. All the
data are in the Single Look Complex (SLC) format and only the VV polarization is considered. All the
employed S1 acquisitions were snow-free.
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3.2.1. SAR Data 

Figure 1. Corine land cover level-2 classes of the study area (Source Copernicus Land Monitoring
Service [40]). (a) the spatial extent of the AOI is denoted with the red dashed rectangle; (b) Sentinel-1
footprint is denoted with filled red rectangle. The reference system is WGS84. © Google Earth
background map Copyright 2018. Maps were created using QGIS. QGIS Development Team, 2019.
QGIS Geographic Information System (Version 3.8.1). Open Source Geospatial Foundation Project.
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3.2.2. In-Situ Deformation Measurements

Due to the great importance of the stability of the transportation network, leveling measurements
were performed in the “Soulou” region from June 2016 to the end of 2016. Leveling measurements for
seven points that are located inside the “Soulou” region (Figure 2) are used for the validation of the
TSInSAR results.
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3.2.3. Ancillary Data

As an external DEM, we used a photogrammetric DEM with ground pixel size of 5 m, provided
by KTIMATOLOGIO S.A. The aforementioned DEM was created in the years 2008–2009 and is more
recent with respect to the SRTM DEM.

4. Results and Comparison

4.1. Results

In this section, the generated results of the selected algorithms from the open source TSInSAR
software packages are presented (Figure 3). It is important to state that, because of the high
inconsistencies in the connected components of the 2D unwrapping procedure resulting from the
available 12-day interferograms at the start of 2016, the Mintpy processing was performed only for
6-day interferograms (from October of 2016 until June of 2018). Stamps and Giant results refer to the
time span from January 2016 until June 2018. All the results are differential in space and time. They are
spatially related to the same reference point (Figure 3) that is located in a very high coherent region
of Ptolemaida town. Temporally, the latest date of the SAR acquisition dataset is selected for all the
approaches. The temporal reference has been changed to the first available satellite acquisition after
the inversion of each algorithm approach. All the results are referring to the Line of Sight (LOS) sensor
to target direction.

In Figure 3, it is obvious that the density of measurement points for each selected algorithm is
varying. The following can be related with the temporal coherence (Figure 3b) that can be considered
as an index for the resulting point density. Temporal coherence can yield values from zero to one.
According to Figure 3, over bright regions such as urban areas, rocks, roads, abandoned parts of
mining regions, which preserve their scattering properties, a high density and good quality result is
expected. Over the darker regions, such as forests, crops, and active mining regions, due to temporal
decorrelation, a sparse and low quality result is expected. In particular, Stamps-PS method yielded
around 100K measurements points over the high coherence regions. Using the combined Stamps
approach that merges PS and SBAS results the measurement points increased to 135K. We point out
that oversampling is not implemented in the Stamps processing chain, something that is expected to
increase the density of MPs [45]. Mintpy-WSBAS and the NSBAS approach that is included in Giant
toolbox outperformed in terms of measurement point density and yielded 900K and 1300K points,
respectively. Spatial patterns of ground deformation can be extracted easier from the results of these
TSInSAR approaches.

All the algorithms performed similarly over urban areas. The deformation rate of spatial patterns
inside the mining area are in agreement for Stamps/MTI, Mintpy-WSBAS, and Giant-NSBAS approaches.
Discrepancies between TSInSAR results can be found over low-medium coherent vegetated regions.
Even though the Mintpy-WSBAS and Giant-NSBAS approaches yielded denser results, their quality
is questionable in vegetated regions. The deformation picture of the vegetated regions is similar for
Stamps-PS and Stamps/MTI results only. Thus, further investigation is required to identify and mitigate
effects from potential noise sources such as the soil and/or vegetation moisture in forest, mountainous,
and crop field regions.

4.2. Cross-Comparison of TSInSAR Results

An RMSE metric is calculated for each pairwise combination of the results provided by the
methods (Figure 4). For each pairwise combination, the results of one method are selected as reference
dataset and the results of the second method as a test dataset. The RMSE metric is calculated for all
the homologous points that are present in both results. Homologous points are selected based on the
second step of the comparison methodology [2.4] using a 10 m geographical distance criterion.
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In Figure 3, it is obvious that the density of measurement points for each selected algorithm is 
varying. The following can be related with the temporal coherence (Figure 3b) that can be considered 
as an index for the resulting point density. Temporal coherence can yield values from zero to one. 
According to Figure 3, over bright regions such as urban areas, rocks, roads, abandoned parts of 
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Figure 3. LOS deformation rate results of open source TSInSAR approaches. (a) Google earth optical
image at 2018. AOI is denoted with the red dashed rectangular. Mining region is denoted with purple
polygon; (b) temporal coherence of the SAR dataset from Mintpy; (c) Stamps Permanent Scatterers
(PS) results; (d) Stamps/MTI results; (e) Mintpy-WSBAS results; (f) Giant-NSBAS results. The red color
indicates subsidence while blue shows uplift. Maps a–f were created using QGIS. QGIS Development
Team, 2019. QGIS Geographic Information System (Version 3.8.1). Open Source Geospatial Foundation
Project. http://qgis.osgeo.org.

The deformation and deformation rate RMSE values for each Corine land cover level-2 class are
presented in Figure 4. In general, the lowest RMSE values were found in industrial, commercial, and
transportation units, in open spaces with little or no vegetation, in pastures, and in urban fabric classes.
This is expected due to their high coherence with respect to that of other land cover classes (Figure 3b).
In land cover classes that include medium to high vegetation, the TSInSAR approaches showed the
most controversial results. The different performance of the TSInSAR approaches in the vegetated
areas can be related to effects caused by seasonal variation in vegetation density, as well as effects from
variations in soil and vegetation moisture. Overall, among the three pairwise combinations (Figure 4),
Stamps and Giant results showed the best agreement with each other. The Stamps-Mintpy combination
yielded the highest disagreements.

http://qgis.osgeo.org
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In Figure 5, deformation RMSE maps for all available pairs between the used TSInSAR approaches
for the corresponding comparison points [2.4] are presented. TSInSAR approaches were not able to
yield results in the high deformation mine regions, which present low temporal coherence (Figure 5b).
These regions are observed with very high average deformation velocity in the result provided by
Mintpy toolbox [17] (Figure 5c). In the borders of the high deformation regions, big deformation
RMSE values, denoted with yellow color (Figure 5d–f), are observed. This occurs because of the low
accuracy of the results due to high temporal decorrelation. However, in the stable regions of the mine
which are the brightest regions in Figure 5b, TSInSAR approaches yield comparable results, with
low RMSEs. These regions are shown with purple color. The regions in the mine for which useful
deformation results can be extracted are mainly high coherent regions such as abandoned mining
regions, infrastructure, and transportation network.

4.3. External Comparison with In-Situ Leveling Measurement

In this section, the comparison of TSInSAR results with leveling measurements is presented. As
we already stated, the Mintpy processing was performed only from September of 2016 until June of
2018. The Giant-NSBAS deformation results present a smoothed behavior of the subsidence (Figure 6)
due to the inclusion of temporal functions (quadratic in this case) in the design matrix of the system.
Mintpy and Stamps results were generated without the use of predefined temporal constraints.
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Figure 5. Cross-comparison of the deformation results in the mining region (denoted with purple
polygon). (a) Google Earth optical image at 2018; (b) temporal coherence from Mintpy; (c) average
velocity (deformation rate) from Mintpy; (d) Stamps-Giant deformation RMSE map; (e) Stamps-Mintpy
deformation RMSE map; (f) Mintpy-Giant deformation RMSE map Maps a–f were created using QGIS.
QGIS Development Team, 2019. QGIS Geographic Information System (Version 3.8.1). Open Source
Geospatial Foundation Project. http://qgis.osgeo.org.

Overall, all of the TSInSAR methods overestimated the subsidence rate according to the regression
equations at top left side of Figure 6. Stamps and Mintpy regression equations for deformation
rates presented the highest coefficients of determination (0.86). Stamps approach was able to better
capture the deformation rate information of the leveling points with an overall RMSE of 15.2 mm/year.
Regarding the deformation information, the Giant-NSBAS approach was able to better estimate the
leveling observation with an overall RMSE of 5.9 mm. We state that the RMSE values are calculated
for the displacements in the LOS direction. In particular, leveling values are projected in the LOS
direction by multiplying with the cosine of incidence angle of Sentinel-1 radiation, neglecting horizontal
deformation, for the simplicity of validation.

http://qgis.osgeo.org
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values are projected in the LOS direction for the comparison.

The above results demonstrate that the subsidence behavior on the leveling points can be identified
from all the selected open-source methodologies. The regional subsidence is possibly connected with
mining operation. However, the interpretation of the deformation patterns is a complex task that
requires geological, hydrogeological, and geotechnical information. In order to draw safe conclusions,
we believe that the mining schedule activity is also required. For the abovementioned reasons, the
interpretation of the subsidence mechanism is omitted at the current stage of this study.

5. Discussion

In this session, the main advantages and limitations of each algorithm are discussed. Then,
potential improvements for better monitoring of deformation in mining regions based on our case
study results and other recent existing studies are proposed.

The performance of each TSInSAR approach is controlled by the following important factors
(Table 1). The first factor is related with the unwrapping procedure of the interferometric phase.
Mintpy and Giant software toolboxes require a stack of the differential unwrapped interferograms.
In most cases, the unwrapping procedure is performed in space (2D) and for each interferograms
separately. 2D unwrapping can produce errors that a sophisticated TSInSAR approach should be able
to correct or mitigate their effects. Mintpy includes unwrapping error correction modules [2.1] that can
be employed and minimize the impact of the unwrapping errors in the displacement time series. The
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NSBAS approach can mitigate the unwrapping errors by using predefined time functions [2.2]. We
believe that the Stamps/MTI approach includes the most sophisticated unwrapping approach which
exploits the spatiotemporal behavior of the wrapped phase. However, the 3D unwrapping inherently
assumes the high temporal coherence of each point. This results in a network of points that will be
sparser than that resulting from the 2D unwrapping procedures, as it is shown in Figure 3.

Table 1. Processing factors for the selected TSInSAR approaches.

Algorithmic Approach Phase Unwrapping Method Multilooking Measurement Point Selection Factor

Giant-NSBAS 2D—space suggested spatial coherence

Mintpy-WSBAS 2D—space + corrections suggested spatial/temporal coherence, connected
component unwrapping information

Stamps/MTI 2D—space + 1D time - Spatial deformation criteria

The second factor is related to the multilooking operation which is usually performed to improve
the SNR with the cost of spatial resolution. The multilooking procedure is suggested using single-pixel
SBAS techniques such as the Giant-NSBAS and Mintpy-WSBAS. On the other hand, multilooking
can introduce noise to the resulting up-scaled pixel in case small scale deformation patterns exists or
in case the study region is prone to geometric distortions. Adaptive multilooking approaches [19]
can mitigate the errors from the multilooking operation. Additionally, a multilooking procedure can
also affect the performance of the unwrapping error correction algorithms that are based in the phase
closure since the assumption of conservative interferometric phase is violated [46]. A Stamps/MTI
approach is applied for the processing of full-resolution (without multilooking) interferograms, which
is critical for studying deformation in mining regions. However, full-resolution processing increases
the processing cost which can be crucial for wide-coverage and/or large time series applications.

The third factor is related with the formulation and inversion of the interferogram network for
each measurement point that takes place in each TSInSAR approach. Mintpy and Giant software
packages require a stack of unwrapped differential interferograms in comparison with Stamps software
which provides the functionality to form the unwrapped differential interferogram stack. Temporal
and geometric baseline criteria should be defined to form the interferogram stack. For all the software
packages, a quality check for each pixel in order to decide whether the pixel will be analyzed or will be
discarded, is performed. In single-pixel SBAS techniques such as Giant-NSBAS and Mintpy-WSBAS
for each pixel, a separate interferogram network is formed.

In the Giant-NSBAS approach, a thresholding technique based on spatial coherence is supported.
This will result in the use of a subset of the initial interferograms stack for deformation estimation.
The formed interferogram network can have isolated clusters of interferograms or to include only
a small number of interferograms. In both cases, unstable inversion of ground deformation can be
observed [47]. The sufficient number of interferograms that will lead to an unbiased estimation of
deformation is also a common problem in modern sequential estimation techniques [48,49]. The
Giant-NSBAS approach requires a priori knowledge of the temporal behavior of deformation in order
to connect the isolated clusters in the network. In this study, based on the Stamps-PS results and
the available leveling measurements, we selected the quadratic function. It is important to state
that the selection of the temporal function is a critical step for the Giant-NSBAS approach, and we
believe that this is the main reason that Giant-NSBAS outperformed the most recent and sophisticated
Mintpy-WSBAS approach.

In the Mintpy-WSBAS approach, pixel selection criteria include the connected component
information from the 2D unwrapping procedure and the temporal coherence information. The
abovementioned approach exploits information about the temporal coherence and unwrapping quality
and can ensure an unbiased deformation estimation [17]. Note that, with this pixel selection strategy,
after masking, the network inversion result is not sensitive to the few very low coherent interferograms
in a redundant network, giving robust and consistent spatial coverage. On the other hand, in case of
isolated islands in the interferograms network for high de-correlated regions such as mining regions,
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this approach can provide results at certain time periods. In our case study, we experienced this
limitation during the start of 2016 where only Sentinel-1A 12-day interferograms were available.
However, after the launch of Sentinel-1B, using 6-day interferograms, we were able to form a fully
connected interferograms network with great spatial coverage (Figure 3e).

The Stamps/MTI approach identifies the measurement pixels based on their phase characteristics.
This is performed by calculating the phase stability of each pixel by using the spatial correlation
of the phases in the neighborhood. The high threshold value of the amplitude dispersion index
(0.6 in this study) in the pixel selection strategy enables the selection of almost all PS and SDFP
points [37]. One advantage of Stamps/MTI approach is the fact that this method is not based on the
phase history of a single pixel but in phase similarity of the neighborhood, assuming that deformation
is spatially correlated. Moreover, accounting for spatial correlation significantly improves deformation
estimates [9,46]. This way, there is no need to parameterize the deformation in time (as we did in Giant)
which can be challenging for temporally-variable deformation processes that are common in mining
environments. The Stamps/MTI approach employs an iterative band-pass adaptive filtering approach
to estimate phase noise for each pixel in the interferograms stack. If the iterative filtering procedure
does not converge, then this pixel will be discarded. This will result in an inability of detecting isolated
deformation phenomena, as well as extracting information in cases of complex deformation at small
spatial scales [45]. It can be critical in the deformation study of narrow regions inside mining regions
such as transportation network that remain coherent, but their neighborhood experiences intense
deformation or decorrelation. Another limitation of the Stamps/MTI approach that can be relevant for
processing big SAR data is the processing cost.

In this paragraph, a discussion regarding the feasibility of TSInSAR approaches for deformation
monitoring over opencast mining regions is presented. The main limitation of the TSInSAR approaches
is related with the ambiguous nature of the wrapped interferometric observations. The following
comes from the fact that a difference bigger than π between two subsequent differential phases cannot
be converted to deformation unambiguously [50]. Moreover, in order to get a correct estimation of
the unwrapped phase, the phase gradient between two adjacent pixels has to be less that π/4, which
corresponds to ~1.4 cm for Sentinel-1. For a 6-day interferometric stack over one year, the maximum
detectable deformation rate is around 85 cm/y. Longer wavelength interferometric data can yield
higher maximum detectable deformation rate and should be considered in future studies. According to
administration of the Mines Central Support Department of Public Power Corporation S.A.-Hellas [44],
the displacement rates in the active mining regions of Ptolemaida-Florina opencast lignite mine are
several meters per year. For this reason, the deformation values were not reasonable in the active
mining regions. However, the administration found that TSInSAR displacement patterns (uplift or
subsidence) (Figure 3) should be analyzed in combination with their excavation and dumping activities.
Furthermore, TSInSAR results over abandoned mining regions, infrastructure, road network, and
neighbor regions were the most useful for the mining administration.

Based on the recent algorithmic advantages of TSInSAR techniques, we believe that there is a lot of
room for improvements and advances for better monitoring of the deformation in mining regions. The
main improvements according to our case study are related with the use of soil/vegetation moisture
information that lead to high RMSE values (Figure 5). One other significant improvement is related
to the parametrization of phase term due to DEM error in the inversion system. In the open-source
toolboxes that are used in this study, the residual topographic phase due to DEM error is considered
constant in time, a fact that is not valid in active mining regions in the case of large height changes.
One possible solution to this problem can be a time varying parametrization of the DEM error phase
term similar to the work of [51].

We believe that the proposed comparison scheme that is developed for this work can be useful for
various communities and entities. Currently, many initiatives such as [52,53] provide freely available
geocoded unwrapped interferograms for most of the parts of the earth. Moreover, open source software
tools such as Giant [14], Mintpy [17], and LiCSBAS [54] are selected to extract ground deformation
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information. To this point, we believe that the need of comparing and interpreting the differences of
the results between several processing strategies is imperative. Moreover, identifying the differences
can reveal the limitations of each methodology and the need for further corrections.

6. Conclusions

The main conclusions of this study are related with the performance of the selected algorithmic
approaches (Stamps/MTI, Mintpy-WSBAS, Giant-NSBAS) in an opencast mine and the surrounding
area. All of the algorithmic approaches performed similarly in the high coherence urban areas with
an RMSE of deformation rate around 5 mm/y. Disagreements between the results of the selected
algorithmic approaches were found in the vegetated areas. The high deformation rates over active
mining regions were not identified using the implemented TSInSAR algorithms. Useful results can be
obtained over stable mining regions such as infrastructure and abandoned mining areas. According
to our external comparison with in-situ leveling data in our case study, Stamps/MTI yielded the
best deformation rate results (RMSE = 15.2 mm/y) and Giant-NSBAS yielded the best deformation
results (RMSE = 5.9 mm) because of the provided time parametrization. Finally, we believe that
the proposed comparison methodology can (a) support the comparison of ground deformation time
series from recent initiatives such as ARIA [52], COMET-LiCS [53], and from recent tools [17,54],
(b) provide a robust precision measure, and (c) provide insights and help the interpretation of the
InSAR-derived deformation.
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